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Traffic Off-Loading With Energy-Harvesting Small
Cells and Coded Content Caching
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Abstract— We consider content delivery to users in a system
consisting of a macro base station (BS), several energy-harvesting
small cells (SCs), and many users. Each SC has a large cache
and stores a copy of all contents in the BS. A user’s content
request can be either handled by the SC for free if it has
enough energy, or by the BS that has a cost. Each user
has a finite cache and can store some most popular contents.
We propose an efficient coded content caching schemes and
an optimal transmission schemes for this system to maximally
off-load the data traffic from the macro BS to the energy-
harvesting SCs, and therefore minimize the power consumption
from the grid. Specifically, the proposed coded caching scheme
stores fractions of some most popular contents, such that contents
requested from multiple users can be simultaneously delivered
by the BS or SC. Moreover, the optimal transmission policy is
formulated and solved as a Markov decision process. Extensive
simulation results are provided to demonstrate that the proposed
coded caching and transmission schemes can provide significantly
higher traffic off-loading capability compared with systems with
no caching or with uncoded caching, as well as systems that
employ heuristic-based transmission schemes.

Index Terms— Traffic off-load, energy harvesting, macro base
station (BS), small cells (SCs), proactive coded content caching,
Markov decision process (MDP), value iteration.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE demands for wireless multimedia data services grow
dramatically in recent years due to the rapid development

of mobile internet and smart phones [1]. In the current cellular
architecture, these contents are typically delivered to users
by unicast, which may lead to severe network congestion in
the near future due to the explosive growth of mobile data.
On the other hand, it has already been observed that only a
small portion of the most popular multimedia contents account
for a significant amount of the traffic load and consume a
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large portion of the energy from the power grid [2]. Thus,
it is essential to design appropriate strategies to deliver these
popular contents to alleviate the traffic load and to reduce the
energy consumption.

For popular contents that are requested frequently by many
users, broadcast (or multicast) is a more efficient way to
deliver them to different users simultaneously. A rich body
of prior works investigated the hybrid scheduling schemes of
multicast and unicast in cellular networks, see, e.g., [3]–[5].
Moreover, AT&T announced that it will use a 700 MHz
channel for LTE broadcast networks to remove video from
its wireless cellular networks, clearing those airwaves up for
other data services [6], [7]. However, different users may
request a particular content at different times, which means
that the base station (BS) needs to delay the responses to
earlier requests in order to employ broadcast, leading to the
quality-of-service (QoS) degradation.

Proactive content caching is another approach to exploit the
non-uniform popularity of contents and to off-load the unicast
traffic [8]–[10]. More specifically, when a new popular content
appears, the BS will broadcast it to all users under the coverage
and store it in each user’s cache. Later if a user requests this
particular content, then it can directly retrieve the content from
its cache, so that the unicast traffic on the link between the
BS and this user can be offloaded and the associated energy
consumption from the power grid can be saved. However, in
practice, each user terminal can only proactvely cache a small
quantity of contents due to size limit [11].

This paper considers a system where each user has a finite-
size cache to proactively store some portion of the popu-
lar contents. Furthermore, energy-harvesting-powered small
cells (SCs) [12] are employed to cache popular contents and
deliver them to users [13], [14]. This paper only focuses
on the delivery problem of popular contents that may be
requested by different users frequently, not all contents avail-
able on the Internet. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that
SC does not have cache size constraint due to its larger
form factor. The basic idea is to utilize the free harvested
energy and the caches of the SCs and users to reduce
the content delivery traffic from the macro BS to users,
and to save the energy consumption from the power grid.
Some prior works have investigated the delivery strategies at
SCs in the content delivery system [15]–[19]. For instance,
the optimal distributed caching strategy has been proposed
in [15] and [16] when there are multiple available SCs for
every user. Reference [17] discussed the caching problem in a
multi-tier network, in which an information-centric based edge
caching scheme was introduced. Some specific energy man-
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Fig. 1. The system model that consists of a macro BS, multiple SCs and many users. The SCs are energy-harvesting-based while the macro BS is grid
powered.

agement strategies for energy-harvesting SCs were discussed
in [18] and [19].

In this paper, we consider content delivery to users in a
system with energy-harvesting-based SCs and finite-size cache
at the user end. Note that the problem studied here is different
from some prior works, such as [18]–[19]. In particular, in [18]
each user has an infinite cache; while in [19] only the SC can
cache information. First, in order to make efficient use of the
finite-size cache at the user end, we develop a proactive coded
content caching scheme that can significantly reduce the traffic
load from SC or macro BS to users compared with the conven-
tional uncoded caching scheme. We then formulate the content
delivery procedure as a Markov decision process (MDP) and
obtain the optimal policy via value iteration. In addition, the
effects of repetitive requests and the basic energy consumption
at SCs are also discussed. Extensive simulation results are
provided to demonstrate the traffic off-load performance of the
proposed system, and to compare with conventional systems
with no caching, or uncoded caching, as well as with heuristic-
based transmission schemes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
system under consideration is described and the concept
of coded content caching is briefly reviewed in Section II.
The proposed proactive coded content caching scheme is
presented in Section III. Then, the optimal content delivery
problem is formulated and solved in Section IV. The effects
of repetitive requests and a holistic energy consumption model
are discussed in Section V. Simulation results are given
in Sections VI and finally Section VII concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS AND BACKGROUND

A. System Model

Fig. 1 depicts the general structure of the system under
consideration, which consists of a macro BS, multiple SCs
and many users. The SCs are energy-harvesting-based, while
the macro BS is grid powered. The users can potentially
receive data from both the macro BS and the SCs that they
are associated with. For a specific SC under the coverage of
the macro BS, it is assumed that there are K individual active
users associated with it. In addition, it is assumed that each
user is associated with exactly one SC, so that we can focus
on a single SC and the corresponding K users.

We denote the content set at the macro BS by C =
{c1, c2, . . . , cN0 }, where cn is the n-th ranked content and is

of unit size. The popularity of cn refers to the probability that
a user’s request corresponds to this content, which follows the
ZipF distribution [20], given by

fn = Pr{cn is requested by a particular user}
= (1/n)ν

∑N0
j=1 (1/j)ν

, n = 1, 2, . . . , N0, (1)

where ν > 0 is the ZipF parameter, and larger ν means that
fewer contents account for the most popular ones.

The SC is powered solely by the harvested energy. During
the i -th time slot, the SC harvests a random amount of
energy, denoted by ei , and then stores it in a battery with
finite capacity Bmax, where ei = El with probability pl ,
l = 1, 2, . . . , L [21], [22]. Here, it is assumed that the har-
vested energy ei cannot be immediately used in the current
time slot. Denote bi as the amount of energy stored in the
battery and ui as the energy consumption at the SC during
the i -th time slot, (where ui ≤ bi ). Then, the available energy
in the next time slot is

bi+1 = min{Bmax, bi − ui + ei }, ui ≤ bi . (2)

B. Data Transmission Scheme

Similar to the system structure in [8], the macro BS
proactively pushes some popular contents in set C to the
SCs and the users through a broadcast channel, which can
be accomplished energy-efficiently by low-rate transmission
since there is no rigid delay requirement for this task. For
tractability, most prior works on proactive caching in wireless
networks assume that the popular contents can always be
placed in the cache and hence effectively there is no limit on
the cache size [8], [12]. This assumption is reasonable since
at any time the hot contents that are cached are a small subset
of all available contents on the Internet [23]–[25]. Thus, we
assume that the SC does not have cache size constraint and
can maintain a duplicated version of the popular content set C
in its storage. On the other hand, every user has a finite buffer
of size M and can only cache a subset of C for future usage.
How to select appropriate contents for each user to cache is
an important research problem.

In this paper, we employ a coded content caching method to
improve the efficiency of finite-size content caching. Specif-
ically, denote Ce as a subset of C (where |Ce| = N and
M ≤ N ≤ N0), which contains the N most popular contents
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among the total N0 contents in C . Instead of caching the M
most popular contents as in the conventional caching scheme,
each user partially caches the N most popular contents,
i.e., M

N portion of each content in Ce is stored in each user.
At the beginning of each time slot, each user requests a
particular content from the content set C of the macro BS.
Then, we have the following three possible cases.

• Case 1: The requested content is in Ce, and the SC has
enough energy. The SC will send a coded signal to the
user. With this signal and the partially cached contents,
the user can recover the requested content.

• Case 2: The requested content is not in Ce, and the SC has
enough energy. The SC will then send the entire requested
content to the user.

• Case 3: The SC does not have enough energy for trans-
mission. Then, the macro BS will transmit the requested
content to the user.

Hence, by appropriately designing the caching and transmis-
sion protocols, a large portion of the traffic on the direct links
between the BS and users can be offloaded, and a significant
amount of energy can be saved at the BS side.

In this paper, our assumption is that the SC always broad-
casts contents to users in the cell, for both cached contents and
uncached contents. Hence the SC does not adjust its power for
individual users, but has a broadcast power to cover all users
in the cell. This way we can make full use of coded multicast
transmission for cached contents. A more sophisticated SC
would adjust its transmission based on the requested contents
as well as the channel conditions, e.g., to employ multicast
beamforming for cached contents and unicast beamforming
for uncached contents. But this is beyond the scope of this
paper and is left as a future work. Besides, similar to many
prior works (such as [26]), we assume that the duration of the
scheduling slot is long enough to average out the small-scale
channel fading process, and hence the ergodic capacity can be
achieved using channel coding. Thus, we can determine the
required energy E0 to deliver one unit content.

C. Background on Coded Content Caching

We next briefly summarize the coded content caching
scheme introduced in [11]. It is assumed that all contents
in C are requested by users with equal probability (namely
ν = 0). Then, all contents in C should participate in caching,
i.e., Ce = C (namely N = N0). Denote dk as the requested
content by the k-th user and D = {d1, d2, . . . , dK }. On the
assumption that all elements in D are distinct, the procedures
for the proactive coded caching phase and the corresponding
content delivery phase have been given in [11], which are
shown in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respectively.

As shown in Algorithm 1, each content in Ce is split into
(K

T

)

(where T = K M/N) non-overlapping fragments with equal
size of 1/

(K
T

)
. Then, in Step 10 of Algorithm 1, each user

selects T
K

(K
T

)
among the

(K
T

)
fragments of each content to

cache during the proactive caching phase. The size of the total

cached contents of each user is T
K

(K
T

) · 1/(K
T

) · N = M , which
meets the storage size constraint at the user end. Besides, it can

Algorithm 1 Partially Caching the Contents {c1, c2, . . . , cN }
into the Storages of the Users
1: T ← M K/N ;
2: �← {φ|φ ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , K }, |φ| = T };
3: for n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} do
4: split the content cn into |�| fragments with equal size,

which are indexed by {cn,φ |φ ∈ �}, where ∩ cn,φ = ∅

and ∪ cn,φ = cn ;
5: end for
6: for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K } do
7: for n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} do
8: for φ ∈ � do
9: if k ∈ φ then

10: cache the content fragment cn,φ into the storage of
the k-th user;

11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: end for

Algorithm 2 Delivering the Requested Contents
{d1, d2, . . . , dK } to the Users
1: T ← M K/N ;
2: � ← {ψ|ψ ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , K }, |ψ| = T + 1};
3: {l1, l2, . . . , lK } ← {lk |dk = clk };
4: for ψ ∈ � do
5: transmit the coded data flow (⊕k∈ψ clk ,ψ\k), where ⊕

denotes the xor operation;
6: end for

be seen that each fragment has T copies stored in T different
users’ caches after the content caching phase.

In the content delivery phase, the following lemma
from [11] can be used to calculate the required traffic load
under the coded caching.

Lemma 1: Provided that each of the K users independently
asks for one of the N contents in C at the beginning of
each time slot, the minimum required traffic load for these
K distinct requested contents is

R = K (1− M/N) ·min{ 1

1+ K M/N
, N/K }. (3)

Essentially, the coded caching scheme enables coded mul-
ticast to T + 1 users that request different contents during the
delivery phase. Each content fragment is of size 1/

(K
T

)
and

the number of multicasts during a time slot is
( K

T+1

)
. So the

required traffic load is
( K

T+1

)·1/(K
T

) = K (1− M/N) 1
1+K M/N .

Besides, N/K factor is multicast benefit if N < K .

III. PROPOSED CODED CONTENT CACHING

In practical systems, where the popularity of the contents
is far away from uniform but follows the ZipF distribution,
it has been shown in [27] that involving all contents in the
coded caching is not an efficient way to reduce the traffic load.
Reference [27] proposed a multi-group coded caching scheme
and analyzed the expected data rate requirement for content
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delivery for each cycle. To make use of the non-uniform
content distribution, this section proposes a popularity-based
coded content caching scheme, in which content set C is
divided into two subsets based on their popularity: coded one
and uncoded one. For the coded subset, coded transmission
similar to that is described in Section II.C is employed, while
unicast transmission is used for the uncoded subset. Note
that here we propose a new coded caching scheme that has
the following advantages over the scheme in [27]. Firstly,
there is no explicit traffic load expression for multi-group
coded caching, whereas the traffic load of our scheme is
given in Lemma 2. Secondly, in multi-group coded caching,
the contents are divided into multiple groups, and different
groups employ different coding schemes with different cache
sizes, which are determined by multiple exhaustive search.
Our proposed scheme is much simpler. Thirdly, our proposed
scheme offers a higher traffic off-loading performance than
that in [27] under the ZipF content distribution, as will be
seen in Section VI.A.

More specifically, only the most popular subset of the con-
tent set C , denoted as Ce = {c1, c2, . . . , cN } (where N ≤ N0),
should be involved in the coded caching process at the user
end. The proactive coded caching process is the same as
Algorithm 1. That is, every content in Ce is split into

(K
T

)

non-overlapping fragments with equal size. Then, each user
selects T

K

(K
T

)
fragments of each content to cache according to

Step 10 of Algorithm 1. On the other hand, the content delivery
phase becomes different. A requested content dk ∈ C from the
k-th user is either coded (dk ∈ Ce) or uncoded (dk ∈ C\Ce).
Since Ce contains the N most popular contents in C whose
probability distribution is given in (1), the probability that dk

is coded is

p0 � Pr{dk ∈ Ce} =
N∑

n=1

fn =
∑N

n=1 (1/n)ν
∑N0

j=1(1/j)ν
. (4)

Suppose that the number of coded elements in D =
{d1, d2, . . . , dK } is ki , which is binomial distributed, i.e.,

Pr{ki = k} =
(

K

k

)

· pk
0

(
1− p0

)K−k
, k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , K }.

(5)

Denote the set of k requested coded contents as D′ =
{dn1, dn2, . . . , dnk } and the K − k requested uncoded contents
as D′′ = D\D′. The content delivery process is given in
Algorithm 3. It is seen that the coded contents are simultane-
ously transmitted to the corresponding users as in Algorithm 2,
whereas the each uncoded content is individually transmitted.
The following lemma gives the traffic loads for transmitting
the k coded and the K − k uncoded contents.

Lemma 2: The required traffic loads for delivering the
k coded contents and the K − k uncoded contents are given
respectively by

r1(k) = min

{( K
T+1

)− (K−k
T+1

)

(K
T

) , (k−kM/N) · N

k

}

, (6)

r2(K − k) = K−k, k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , K }, (7)

where T = K M
N and

(K−k
T+1

) = 0 if K − k < T + 1.

Algorithm 3 Delivering the Requested Contents
{d1, d2, . . . , dK } to the Users
1: Split the set D = {d1, d2, . . . , dK } into two subsets:

D′ = {dn1, dn2 , . . . , dnk } and D′′ = {dm1, dm2 , . . . , dmK−k },
where D′ ⊂ Ce and D′′ ⊂ (C\Ce);

2: T ← M K/N ;
3: � ← {ψ|ψ ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , K }, |ψ| = T + 1};
4: {l1, l2, . . . , lk} ← {l j |dn j = cl j };
5: for ψ ∈ � do
6: transmit the coded data flow (⊕n j∈ψ cl j ,ψ\n j ), where ⊕

denotes the xor operation;
7: end for
8: {l ′1, l ′2, . . . , l ′K−k} ← {l ′j |dm j = cl′j };
9: for each dm j ∈ D′′ do

10: transmit the entire requested content cl′j to the corre-
sponding m j -th user;

11: end for

Proof: First, consider the special case of k = K . Since
M/N portion of each content in Ce has already been cached
in each user in advance, according to Step 5 of Algorithm 2,
the transmitted signal is the sum of T + 1 information flows
that are requested by T + 1 different users. Each user can
decode its requested content from the sum signal with the help
of the cached contents. For instance, to recover the content
di (namely cli ) for the i -th user, the received signal at the
user is ⊕k∈ψ clk ,ψ\k (i ∈ ψ,ψ ∈ �). Note that cli ,ψ\i is
the content of interest and clk ,ψ\k(k 
= i) are the contents
requested by other users which have already been cached
in the i -th user according to Step 10 of Algorithm 1. As a
result, the i -th user can extract cli ,ψ\i from the sum signal
⊕k∈ψ clk ,ψ\k . Hence, T + 1 simultaneous transmissions to
T + 1 users are achieved. Each time, the system selects T + 1
out of the K users to implement multicast transmission, so
that the total number of multicast operations is

( K
T+1

)
. Each

content fragment is of size 1/
(K

T

)
, so the required traffic load

is
( K

T+1

) ·1/(K
T

) = K (1− M/N) 1
1+K M/N . On the other hand,

if N < K that the total number of popular contents is less than
the number of requests, the system then enjoys an improve-
ment of N/K from broadcast. The corresponding traffic load
is K (1− M/N) ∗ (N/K ). Thus, the final traffic expression in
this condition is K (1− M/N) ·min{ 1

1+K M/N , N/K }.
Next, consider the general case that k ≤ K users request

the contents in the coded set Ce. In this case, we randomly
select K − k additional coded contents from Ce in addition
to the k requested coded contents. In order to deliver these
k real requests and K − k virtual requests,

( K
T+1

)
multicast

operations are enough based on discussion above. However,
the multicast operations among those K − k virtual requests
are actually not needed. The decreased number of multicast
operations is

(K−k
T+1

)
. Hence, the total number of multicast

operations becomes
( K

T+1

) − (K−k
T+1

)
. Since the size of each

multicast operation is 1/
(K

T

)
, the required traffic load is

r1(k) = min

{
( K

T+1)−(K−k
T+1)

(K
T )

, (k − kM/N) · N
k

}

. On the other

hand, the K − k uncoded contents in D′′ that are not in the
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cache need to be transmitted to the users directly. Thus, the
required transmission load is r2(k) = K − k.

IV. TRANSMISSION STRATEGY DESIGN

In general, the delivery of the requested contents from
users can be handled by either the associated SC or the
macro BS. Since the macro BS is powered by grid while
the SC by the free harvested energy, we next investigate the
transmission scheme that minimizes the transmissions handled
by the macro BS. In particular, we formulate an MDP problem
and then solve it by the value iteration algorithm [26], [28],
[29].

A. Problem Formulation

A standard MDP consists of the following elements: system
state, action set, cost function and state transition matrix,
which will be described as follows.

1) System State: The system state at the i -th time slot can
be expressed as si = (b̃i , ki ), where ki ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , K } is
the number of coded requests and b̃i is the discretized battery
level.

2) Action Set: On the condition that ki = k, the minimum
required traffic load is r1(k) coded content units and r2(K−k)
uncoded content units given in (6)–(7). The SC can decide to
sleep, send coded contents, send uncoded contents or send
both of them based on the available energy level b̃i and
the traffic load requirement of the users (r1(k), r2(K − k)).
We denote the feasible action as πi = (πi,1, πi,2). Specifically,
if πi,1 = 1, it indicates that the SC will send r1(k) coded
content units to the users. Otherwise, πi,1 = 0 and SC does
not send any coded contents. On the other hand, πi,2 indicates
that the SC will send πi,2 uncoded content units, (where
πi,2 ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , r2(K − k)}). Besides, any feasible action
needs to satisfy the following energy constraint

ui = E0 · (r1(k) · πi,1 + πi,2) ≤ b̃i , (8)

where ui is the energy consumption under SC’s action πi , and
E0 is the energy consumption for delivering one unit content.

3) Cost Function: Similar to [12], the cost function for
each time slot corresponds to the transmissions handled by
the macro BS, which depends on both the system state and
the adopted action. Depending on whether or not the macro
BS knows the coded caching information at the user end,
we consider two different types of system models, which are
named as distributed coded caching system and centralized
coded caching system, respectively.

In the distributed coded caching system, the macro BS does
not know the cache content at the user end. So it needs to
transmit the entire r1(k) contents for the corresponding users
on the condition πi,1 = 0. The cost is then

gi (si , πi ) = ki · (1− πi,1)+ (r2(K − k)− πi,2). (9)

In the centralized coded caching system, the macro BS
knows the contents in the caches of users, so that it can
directly transmit coded content data for these ki requested
coded contents when πi,1 = 0. In this case, the cost becomes

gi (si , πi ) = r1(k) · (1− πi,1)+ (r2(K − k)− πi,2). (10)

4) State Transition Probability: The probability distribution
for the next state depends on the current state and the action
adopted by the SC, which is expressed as

Pr{si+1|si , πi } = Pr{b̃i+1, ki+1|b̃i , ki , πi }
= Pr{ki+1} · Pr{b̃i+1|b̃i , ki , πi }, (11)

where Pr{ki+1} is given in (5), and the expression for
Pr{b̃i+1|b̃i , ki , πi } is given as follows.
1) If b̃i − ui + ei < Bmax, then

Pr{b̃i+1|b̃i , ki , πi }=
{

Pr{ei}, if b̃i+1= b̃i − ui + ei ,

0, Otherwise,
(12)

2) If b̃i − ui + ei ≥ Bmax, then

Pr{b̃i+1|b̃i , ki , πi }=
{

Pr{ei ∈ �}, if b̃i+1= Bmax,

0, Otherwise,
(13)

where � = {ei |b̃i − ui + ei ≥ Bmax, ei ∈ {E1, E2, . . . , EL}}.

B. Optimal Transmission Policy by Value Iteration

The transmission policy design goal is to find a policy that
minimizes the expected discounted cumulative cost, which is

arg min
πi

{

lim
I0→∞

I0∑

i=0

αi
E

{
gi(si , πi )

}
}

, (14)

where α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) is a discount factor.
Denote 
 and V as two vectors indexed by the state,

with V (si ) being the discounted cumulative cost by the policy
in state si , while 
(si ) being the corresponding action for
state si . Then, the original problem in (14) can be written as
the following two-step problem in the stationary state [30]


(si ) = arg min
πi∈A

{ ∑

si+1∈S

Pr{si+1|si , πi }

· [gi(si , πi )+ αV (si+1)
]}
, (15)

V (si ) =
∑

si+1∈S

Pr{si+1|si ,
(si )}

·[gi (si ,
(si ))+ αV (si+1)
]
, si ∈ S, (16)

where S is the set of system states and A is the set of feasible
actions.

By repeating these two steps in some order for all the
states until convergence, we can obtain the final optimal policy.
Value iteration and policy iteration are two typical algorithms
for solving (15)–(16) [28, Secs. 2.3 and 2.4]. In this paper,
we use the former. It is known that the error bound of the
value iteration algorithm monotonically decreases with itera-
tions and the algorithm can terminate with arbitrarily small
error [28, Proposition 1.3.1].

The value iteration procedure is given in Algorithm 4.
It starts with an initial value V 0(si ), e.g., V 0(si ) = 0, and
iteratively solves (15)–(16) until V (si ) (si ∈ S) converges.
Upon convergence, the optimal policy 
∗(si ) is obtained,
under which the original MDP degrades to a discrete Markov
chain and the transition probability is given in (11). We can
then compute the stationary distribution of this Markov chain,
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Algorithm 4 Value Iteration Algorithm for Computing the
Optimal Transmission Policy
Input:

S is the set of system states;
A is the set of feasible action strategies;
Pr{si+1|si , πi } is the transition probability (where si , si+1 ∈
S and πi ∈ A);
gi(si , πi ) is the cost by the macro BS (where si ∈ S and
πi ∈ A);
ε is the convergence threshold value;

Output:
The optimal transmission policy 
∗(si ) (where si ∈ S);

1: j = 0
2: V j = 0, V j+1 = 2ε
3: while |V j+1 − V j | > ε do
4: j ← j + 1
5: for si ∈ S do
6: 
 j+1(si ) = arg min

πi∈A

{ ∑

si+1∈S
Pr{si+1|si , πi }·

[
gi(si , πi )+ αV j (si+1)

]}

7: V j+1(si ) = ∑

si+1∈S
Pr{si+1|si ,


j+1(si )}·
[
gi(si ,


j+1(si ))+ αV j (si+1)
]

8: end for
9: end while

10: 
∗(si ) = 
 j+1(si ) (where si ∈ S);

denoted as Pr(si ). Thus, the expected number of transmissions
handled by the macro BS under the optimal policy is

η =
∑

si∈S

Pr(si ) · gi (si ,

∗(si )). (17)

Note that both r1(k) and r2(K − k) depend on the size of
the coded content set Ce, i.e., N = |Ce|. We should select
the optimal N that minimizes the energy consumption at the
macro BS, i.e.,

N∗ = arg min
N∈{1,2,...,N0}

η. (18)

However, in order to solve (18), we need to run Algorithm 4
N0 times. Alternatively, we can choose N to minimize the
average required traffic load for these K requests from the
users, i.e.,

arg min
N∈{1,2,...,N0}

E{r1(k)+ r2(K − k)}

= arg min
N∈{1,2,...,N0}

K∑

k=0

Pr{ki = k} · (r1(k)+ r2(K − k)
)
,

(19)

where Pr{ki = k} is given in (5), r1(k) and r2(K − k) are
given in (6)–(7).

It will be shown in Section VI numerically
that (18) and (19) give similar performance in terms of
the average cost η while the complexity of (19) is much
lower.

C. Optimal Transmission Policy for Uncoded
Caching Systems

To serve as a comparison, this subsection will discuss the
system in which the conventional uncoded caching scheme is
employed, where all users store the M most popular contents
to maximize the probability that the real-time requests can be
satisfied by the proactively cached contents. For the specific
case of M = 0, it becomes the system with no cache at the user
end discussed in [19]. With respect to a particular request dk

from the k-th user, the probability that dk has already been
cached is

q0 � Pr{dk has been cached at the user end}

=
M∑

m=1

fm =
∑M

m=1 (1/m)ν
∑N0

j=1(1/j)ν
. (20)

The probability that ki = k of K requested contents have
already been stored in the cache of each user is

Pr{ki = k} =
(

K

k

)

· qk
0

(
1− q0

)K−k
,

k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , K }. (21)

On the condition that k of K requested contents have been
cached, the corresponding traffic load requirement for deliver-
ing these K requested contents to users is r2(K − k) = K − k
and the possible action policy πi ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , r2(K − k)}.
The energy constraint at the SC is E0 · πi ≤ b̃i . So, the
feasible action set in this system during the i -th time slot can
be defined as

Ai = {πi |πi ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , r2(K − k)} and E0 · πi ≤ b̃i }.
(22)

And the cost, namely the number of transmissions that need
to be handled by the macro BS, can be expressed as

gi (si , πi ) = r2(K − k)− πi . (23)

By plugging (20)–(23) into Algorithm 4, the optimal
policy for the uncoded caching system can be obtained.
In Section VI, we will compare its performance with that of
the coded caching system via simulations.

V. FURTHER DISCUSSIONS

A. The Impact of Repetitive Requests

In the previous sections, similar to prior work in [11],
we assumed that the requested contents by different
users are distinct, namely the elements in requesting vec-
tor D = {d1, d2, . . . , dK } are different with each other. This
corresponds to the worst-case scenario in terms of traffic
off-loading, under which both the average required traffic load
and the corresponding optimal transmission strategy have been
obtained.

However, in practice, several users under the coverage of an
SC may request the same content at the same time. Obviously,
these requests can be fulfilled simultaneously by multicast.
If we make full use of this property, the traffic load can
be further reduced. Thus, this subsection intends to analyze
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the impacts of repetitive requests among D upon the traffic
load. More specifically, we need to derive the required traffic
load distribution firstly. Then, by substituting the results into
Algorithm 4, we can get the optimal transmission strategy for
this case. Thus, the goal of this subsection is to obtain the
required traffic load in the presence of repetitive requests.

Similar to the statement in Section III, assuming ki of the
K requests belong to the coded set Ce, we denote the coded
content set as Ce = {c1, c2, . . . , cN }, and the subset of D
that belongs to Ce as D′ = {dn1, dn2 , . . . , dnki

} ⊆ Ce. Given
d j ∈ Ce, the conditional popularity that d j corresponds to the
l-th ranked content of Ce is

f ′l = Pr{d j = cl |d j ∈ Ce} = 1

p0
· (1/ l)ν
∑N0

j=1 (1/j)ν
, (24)

where p0 = Pr{d j ∈ Ce} is given in (4).
Next, given that ki of the K requests belong to the coded

set Ce, we need to find out how many non-repetitive requests
there are in D′ and D/D′, respectively. Denote the number
of non-repetitive requests in D′ as v1 (v1 ≤ ki ), and D′ =
{dn1, dn2, . . . , dnki

} = {cl1, cl2 , . . . , clki
} (where dn j = cl j ).

Then the number of contents in D′ that need to be transmitted
to users is v1, not ki due to the repetition of requests. It is
apparent that v1 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ki }. We have

Pr{v1|ki = k} =
∑

(l1,l2,...,lk )∈v1
f ′l1 f ′l2 ... f ′lk , (25)

where v1 is defined as the set of all possible
instances that meet the following constraint:
v1 = {(l1, l2, . . . , lk) | l1, l2, . . . , lk ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N},
‖l1, l2, . . . , lk‖� = v1}, with the operation ‖l1, l2, . . . , lk‖�
denoting the number of distinct elements among l1, l2, . . . , lk .

Similarly, suppose the number of non-repetitive requests in
D/D′ is v2 and denote C/Ce = {c′1, c′2, . . . , c′N0−N }. Given
that d j ∈ C/Ce, the conditional popularity that d j is the l-th
ranked content of C/Ce is

f ′′l = Pr{d j = c′l |d j ∈ C/Ce}
= 1

1− p0
· 1/(l + N)ν
∑N0

j=1 1/jν
, l = 1, 2, . . . , N0 − N. (26)

We have

Pr{v2|ki = k} =
∑

(l′1,l′2,...,l′(K−k))∈v2
f ′′l′1 f ′′l′2 ... f ′′l′(K−k)

,

v2 = 1, 2, . . . , K − k. (27)

Finally, since v1 and v2 are independent, thus

Pr{v1, v2} =
K∑

k=0

Pr{ki = k} · Pr{v1|ki = k}

· Pr{v2|ki = k}. (28)

By now, the exact number of distinct requests in D and
the joint distribution of (v1, v2) have been derived. Then,
replacing k and K − k in the expressions of r1 and r2
in (6)–(7) by v1 and v2 respectively, the required traf-
fic loads for delivering v1 non-repetitive coded contents
and v2 non-repetitive uncoded contents can be derived.

Lastly, by using the derived results in Algorithm 4, the optimal
transmission strategy for systems with repetitive requests can
be obtained, the performance of which will be illustrated via
simulations in Section VI-D.

B. A Holistic Energy Consumption Model for
Energy-Harvesting-Based SC

To make system model further more practical, we write the
total energy consumption in each time slot as

ui = PT + PF + PP , (29)

where PT , PF and PP denote energy consumptions for
signal transmission, fetching and the baseband processing,
respectively.

PT has been considered before, which is proportional to
the number of transmissions. We now consider the effects of
PF and PP . Fig. 2 shows a complete round of the content
delivery process to handle these K requests from the users.
Specifically, the K requests by the users are sent to both the
associated SC and the macro BS at the beginning of the time
slot. If the SC has enough energy to handle part or all of
these requests, it will send a message to the macro BS, and
delivers the corresponding contents to the users. If there are
some remaining requests that have not been delivered by the
SC, they will be handled by the macro BS. On the other hand,
if the SC does not have sufficient energy, it is not able to send
the message to the macro BS and the macro BS will handle
all requests.

In (29), PF is the energy consumption by the SC on
transmitting message to the macro BS, so that the macro BS
can know whether the SC is active and if so how many requests
it can handle [19]. On the other hand, the baseband processing
energy consumption PP is essential for SC to remain in the
active state, so that it can process and store data, and then
transmit message. If the available energy level of the battery
at the beginning of the time-slot is more than the basic energy
consumption Eu = PF + PP , the SC can send the message
to the macro BS and deliver part or all of the K requests
depending on the energy level of the battery. Otherwise, the
SC will be in the sleep state without consuming any energy,
and of course cannot deliver any of the requests or update its
cache.

C. Transmission Policy Under Repetitive Requests and
Holistic Energy Model

When the effects of repetitive requests and the basic energy
consumption are taken into account, the system state becomes
si = (b̃i , vi,1, vi,2, qi ), in which the new indicator variable qi

represents the activation status of SC during the i -th time slot.
Specifically, if qi = 1, the SC is active during the current
time-slot, and Eu amount of energy needs to be consumed
firstly to keep the SC active. Otherwise, qi = 0, the SC
is inactive and no energy is consumed. Besides, the energy
constraint in (8) should be rewritten as

ui =
(
E0 · (r1(v1) · πi,1 + πi,2)+ Eu

) · qi ≤ b̃i , (30)
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Fig. 2. The sequence diagram for a complete content delivery process during a scheduling slot.

And the state transition probability in (11) should be
modified as

Pr{si+1|si , πi }
= Pr{b̃i+1, vi+1,1, vi+1,2, qi+1|b̃i , vi,1, vi,2, qi , πi }
= Pr{vi+1,1, vi+1,2} · Pr{b̃i+1|b̃i , vi,1, vi,2, qi , πi }
· Pr{qi+1|b̃i+1}, (31)

in which

Pr{qi+1 = 1|b̃i+1} = 1− Pr{qi+1 = 0|b̃i+1}
=

{
1, when b̃i+1 ≥ Eu,

0, Otherwise.
(32)

And Pr{b̃i+1|b̃i , vi,1, vi,2, qi , πi } is expressed similarly as
in (12)–(13) with ui given in (30).

Then, substituting the transition probability matrix in (31)
and other parameters into Algorithm 4, the optimal transmis-
sion strategy can be obtained. The effects of Eu and repetitive
requests on the average number of transmissions handled
by the macro BS, η, will be investigated via simulations
in Section VI.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Firstly, we study the effects of the cache size and the content
popularity on the traffic load requirements for different caching
schemes. Then, the performance of the optimal transmission
policy obtained by Algorithm 4 is compared with some other
heuristic-based policies. Lastly, we illustrate the effects of the
holistic energy consumption model as well as the repetitive
requests.

A. Comparison of Different Caching Schemes

Suppose that the number of available contents at the macro
BS is N0 = 200, and the number of users under the coverage

of each SC is K = 50. The content popularity follows the
ZipF distribution with parameter ν. We compare the average
required traffic load for successfully decoding these K requests
from users under several different caching schemes. In particu-
lar, the average required traffic load under our proposed coded
caching E{r1(k)+ r2(K − k)} is given by (6)–(7) (where the
expectation is with respect to the variable k), in which the
value of N is optimized over {0, 1, 2, . . . , N0}. On the other
hand, the traffic load under no caching is always K . In the
uncoded caching scheme, the M most popular contents are
entirely stored in each user’s cache and the average traffic
load is

∑K
k=0[(K − k) · Pr{ki = k}], where Pr{ki = k}

is given in (21). Besides, since optimal caching scheme for
non-uniform content popularity distribution is still an open
problem, and the multi-group coded caching proposed by [27]
is the best one among the existing schemes, it is also con-
sidered in this subsection to serve as a baseline. According
to multi-group coded caching, the content set C should be
divided into four groups with group sizes {4, 16, 64, 116}
when ν = 0.5 and divided into seven groups with group sizes
{2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 74} when ν = 1. Since there is no explicit
traffic load expression for it, we use the upper bound in [27].

Fig. 3 shows the average required traffic loads as a function
of the cache size M at the user end for ν = 0.5 and ν = 1.
It can be seen that the data loads decrease rapidly with the
cache size. Compared with the no caching case, even a small
cache, e.g., M = 1 or 2, can substantially decrease the data
loads. Moreover, the coded system has a smaller data load
than the uncoded system, and the difference is more significant
with relatively small cache size. When the cache size becomes
large, the performance gap of the two caching systems become
smaller. Moreover, it is seen that the proposed coded caching
scheme outperforms the multi-group coded caching scheme
in [27]. In multi-group coded caching scheme, the cache
size M is divided into pieces for different content groups
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Fig. 3. The traffic load versus the user cache size.

Fig. 4. The traffic load versus the popularity distribution parameter v .

to cache proactively. Regarding the results in (3), it can be
seen that reduced value of cache size weakens the benefit
from multicast transmission. It is why the proposed scheme
performs better.

Fig. 4 shows the traffic load as a function of the popularity
distribution parameter ν for M = 1 and M = 2. According
to (1), it is easy to see that the contents are equiprobable when
ν = 0. As ν becomes larger, less contents will be requested
by the K users with higher probability. Both the uncoded
and coded caching schemes can exploit this nonuniform dis-
tribution to reduce the traffic load. But the performance of
the coded caching scheme is uniformly better than that of
the uncoded scheme for the entire range of ν. For multi-
group coded caching, the traffic load increases with ν and
then decreases. It may be because that we just used the upper
bound to evaluate the performance as in [27]. If we search over
the whole multiple parameter dimensions, better performance
can be obtained.

B. Performance of the Optimal Transmission Policy

To serve as comparisons, we also consider some simple
heuristic policies. For instance, the greed policy [31], which
tries to minimize the current cost value as much as possible

Fig. 5. Comparison of different transmission policies.

and ignores the cost of future. It means that the SC under
greed policy will handle the users’ requests unless the energy
is exhausted. Another example is the priority policy, under
which the SC only delivers coded content and ignores the
uncoded content requests.

Suppose that the coded caching scheme in Section III is
employed with the size of the content set N0 = 200, popularity
parameter ν = 1, the size of cache M = 2, the battery
capacity of SC Bmax = 100. The energy harvesting profile is
L = 2, namely the widely used Bernoulli distribution model
{0, Emax} with probability {0.5, 0.5} [21], [22]. The size of
the coding set N is optimized over {0, 1, 2, . . . , N0} based
on (19). The value space of the discretized available energy
level in the battery b̃i of SC is {0, 1, 2, . . . , Bmax}, and the
value space of ki is {0, 1, 2, . . . , K }. So the total number of
states of the MDP is (Bmax+1)×(K+1). Fig. 5 illustrates the
performance, i.e., the average number of requests that can be
handled by the SC, under the greedy policy, priority policy
and optimal policy obtained by Algorithm 4, respectively.
It is seen that the proposed transmission scheme outperforms
the other two schemes, since Algorithm 4 obtain the optimal
action strategy for SC depending on not only the current
cost but also the discounted future cost. Fig. 6 illustrates the
convergence of Algorithm 4, with Bmax = 100 and Emax = 30,
where the relative error |V

j+1−V j |
|V j | is plotted against the iter-

ation number. It is seen that convergence is reached within
about 10 iterations.

C. Overall System Performance

We next study the performance of the overall system with
coded content caching and optimal transmission policy. Both
the distributed coded caching and centralized coded caching as
well as the conventional no caching and uncoded caching sys-
tems are considered with their corresponding optimal transmis-
sion policies. The simulation parameters are listed in Table I.

Fig. 7 depicts the number of transmissions handled by the
macro BS versus the battery capacity for various systems with
Emax = 50. It is seen that compared with the system with no
caching, the systems with caching can offload a significant
amount of traffic from the macro BS. Moreover, although the
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TABLE I

PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR THE SYSTEM SIMULATION

Fig. 6. Convergence of Algorithm 4.

Fig. 7. Overall system performance versus battery capacity.

coded caching systems outperform the uncoded system when
Bmax is large, for small Bmax, the uncoded system actually
outperforms the distributed coded system. It is because all
requests need to be entirely transmitted by the macro BS to
the K users in the no caching system and distributed coded
caching system when Bmax is small, since the SC cannot work
well due to lack of energy. So the number of transmissions in
both cases is nearly K . For the uncoded caching, M most
popular contents have already been entirely cached by all
users, and no BS transmission is needed if these contents
are requested. Thus, even when Bmax is small, the number

Fig. 8. The overall system performance versus the energy-harvesting level
at the SCs.

of transmissions of macro BS is further less than K , which is
superior to that of no caching and distributed coded caching
systems.

On the other hand, in the centralized coded caching system,
the macro BS also knows the cache contents at the user
end, so that it can transmit coded data instead of uncoded
data to the users. As a result, its performance is superior
to that of the other three systems. Even when Bmax = 0,
the centralized coded caching can benefit from coded caching
contents at the user end. So, the number of transmissions by
BS in this condition is also less than K . Furthermore, it is seen
that for both the centralized and distributed coded systems,
the performance using the encoding size given by (19) is
essentially the same as that using the optimal encoding size
given by (18), even though the former has a much lower
computational complexity.

Fig. 8 depicts the number of transmissions handled by the
macro BS versus the energy-harvesting level Emax at the SCs
with Bmax = 100. Compared with the no caching system,
again it is seen that the caching at the user end can lead to
significant traffic offload.

D. The Effects of the Repetitive Requests and the Basic
Energy Consumptions at SCs

As discussed in Section V, the SC needs to consume
Eu energy units during a time slot to remain in the active
state (more specifically, sending the feedback information to
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Fig. 9. Overall system performance with basic energy consumptions and
repetitive requests.

the macro BS, storing the information in the buffer, base-
band signal processing, etc). Suppose that Emax = 60 and
Bmax = 100, and other parameters are just the same as those
in Table I. Fig. 9 shows the number of transmissions handled
by the macro BS versus the basic energy consumption Eu in
several different systems. It can be observed that the number
of transmissions increase, i.e., the data offload decreases with
the basic energy consumption in all systems, since the SCs
have less energy to transmit data than before. The centralized
coded system still performs the best, whereas the uncoded
system eventually outperforms the distributed coded system
as Eu increases. Further, if the repetitive requests among
the K requests of users are also considered, the distribution
for the traffic load requirement has been given in (28). The
performance of the centralized coded caching system with
repeated requests is also shown in Fig. 9.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a proactive coded content caching
scheme and an optimal transmission scheme for a system
consisting of a macro base station (BS) and several energy-
harvesting small cells (SCs). The key feature of the proposed
coded caching strategy is that it enables multiple contents
requested by different users to be delivered simultaneously
by the BS or the SC. The optimal transmission policy is
obtained by solving a Markov decision process (MDP) via
value iteration. Compared with the conventional no caching
and uncoded caching systems, much traffic can be offloaded
from the link between the macro BS and users to that between
the energy-harvesting SC and users, leading to a significant
reduction of energy consumption from the power grid.
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